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1. Answer the following questions: (5×4=20) 
 

a) B Ltd. claimed that S Private Limited is the subsidiary of B Ltd. and T Private 

Limited is the subsidiary of S. Describe the basis of relation between these 

companies to justify the claim of B Ltd. 

 

b) Company Registrar Office (CRO) has instructed Demure Limited, a public 

limited company, to submit the prospectus preparing as per the provisions of the 

Company Act, 2063. Demure is now asking you to advice on the following:  

i) Can CRO instruct to issue prospectus to them being the public limited 

company? 

ii) Why and when this company is required to submit prospectus?  

iii) Do all the directors of this company need to sign the prospectus? 

 

c) Hundey Private Limited reduced its share capital by adopting a special resolution 

at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) and applied to Company Registrar Office 

for certification and recording; however, Company Registrar Office refused to 

grant certification and recording stating that Hundey cannot reduced its capital. 

Advise Hundey the reasons of refusal by Company Registrar Office and the steps 

ahead. 

 

d) Mr. Jenish Jalan is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Tete Limited. 

He being the Chairman of the Board issued a letter to Mr. Harish appointing him 

in the post of Managing Director by giving him day to day management power, 

also fixing his remuneration as well.  When the Chairman raised this issue in the 

board meeting for post approval, one of the directors opposed arguing that 

company never had intention to have managing director. Can the Board of 

Directors refuse the appointment? 

Answer:  
a) Company Act 2063 provides how a company is called holding and subsidiary. As 

per Sub-section 1 of Section 142 of the Company Act, 2063, holding companies 

may control its subsidiary company as follows: 

(a) By holding direct or indirect control over the formation of the board of 

directors; 

(b) By holding majority shares of the company. 

Despite that the shares of a company are subscribed by any agent on behalf of the 

holding company or its subsidiary company or that the right to appoint directors of 

such company is exercised by any person nominated on behalf of the holding 

company or its subsidiary company, the conditions mentioned in Sub-section (1) 

shall be deemed to have been fulfilled. Provided, however, that while determining a 

holding company and a subsidiary company, the shares possessed in the following 

circumstances shall not be recognized for this purpose: 

Hence potential relation as describe by B Ltd are as follows:  
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Relation between B Ltd and S Private Limited 

B Ltd either controls over the formation of the Board of S directly or indirectly or B 

Ltd holds majority of the shares of S Private Limited.   

 

Relation between S Private Limited and T Private Limited  

S Private Limited either controls over the formation of the Board of T Private 

Limited directly or indirectly or S Private Limited holds majority of the shares of T 

Private Limited 

 

Relation between B Ltd and T Private Limited  

T Private Limited becomes subsidiary of B Ltd. because T Private Limited is the 

subsidiary of the S Private Limited which is the subsidiary of B Ltd. 

 

b)  

i) Company Registrar Office can not instruct to issue the prospectus directly. 

Rather CRO just register it which is approved by the Securities Board in 

writing. However, CRO may refuse to register it, if it appears that any matters 

contained in the prospectus has not complied with the provision of the 

Companies Act, 2063.  

 

ii) Section 23 of the Companies Act, 2063 provides that a public company shall 

publish its prospectus prior to issuing its securities publicly. Hence there is no 

mandatory provision to the public limited company of issuing shares to general 

public,  Demure Limited being a public limited company, Demure is not 

required to issue prospectus unless it is decided to issue its shares to general 

public. If Demure is not issuing the shares to public it is not required to prepare 

and issue the prospectus.  

 

iii) As per the prevailing laws on securities, while publishing the prospectus, the 

prospectus must be signed by all directors including the chairman of the board 

of a company and same has to be submitted, along with a written application 

made to the Securities Board for approval. Hence all the directors are required 

to sign the prospectus. 

 

c) CRO 's refusal might be as follows:  

If Hundey is Solvent  

Section 57 of Nepalese Company Act, 2063 sated that if a company intends to 

reduce its share capital, it may, by adopting a special resolution to that effect at its 

general meeting, reduce its share capital by obtaining approval of the Court and 

making necessary amendment to or alteration in the memorandum of association 

and articles of association, accordingly. On receipt of approval of the Court as 

above, the company may reduce its share capital as follows: 

a. By reducing the capital to such amount as has been paid up where calls for 

payment of amount on shares are not fully paid up, 

b. By paying back any paid-up share capital,   

c. By devaluating the face value of shares where the company has sustained a 

big loss or suffered a natural calamity.  

Method adopted by Hundey in reducing its capital was wrong. Approval of the 

court is needed to reduce the share capital. Hence Hundey needs to follow the 

proper steps as above.  

If Hundey is insolvent  
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However, if Hundey has already become insolvent in accordance with the 

prevailing law then it shall not reduce its capital. Hence CRO can't grant approval. 

 

d) Any company may appoint Managing Director (MD) if article of association (AoA) 

permits for the same. Hence it is to be checked if the AoA of Tete Limited has such 

provision. Further, Company Act 2063 provides how appointment of managing 

directors can be made. Section 86 of the Act stated that the directors may, subject to 

the articles of association, appoint one managing director from amongst themselves. 

The functions, duties and powers of the managing director shall be as mentioned in 

the articles of association or as prescribed by the board of directors. First of all the 

Jamali Limited needs to check if article of association consist of these provision; 

otherwise needs to make necessary provisions in the article of association. Seeing 

the objection of a director it seems that there is no provision of MD. 

As to the Management of the company, managing director and other director 

talking responsibility of the management of the company may be appointed. 

Appointment is subject to an agreement. There shall be entered into an agreement in 

writing stipulating the terms of appointment, remuneration and facilities of the 

directors and managing directors ; and no facilities or payment other than the 

remuneration and facilities specified in such agreement and any other facilities 

receivable as specified by the general meeting shall be provided or made. The term 

of agreement shall not exceed four years at a time. Hence Jamali first need to make 

necessary provision in Articles of Association about MD and make decision of 

appointment in the Board to enter into agreements. 

2. Answer the following questions: (4+3+2+1=10) 

PG Ltd., who appointed Dhan Singh, a C.A. Member holding Certificate of Practice 

as its auditor, lodged a complaint against him to the ICAN charging that the auditor 

disclosed a business-related information acquired by him in the course of professional 

service without his approval to his rival which prejudiced his business interest.  

a) Explain how the complaint will be processed by ICAN. 
 

b) Who will investigate the complaint?  

c) If after investigation, Dhan Singh is found guilty then what punishment(s) can be 

imposed against him under Nepal Chartered Accountant Act, 2053? 

d) Whether Dhan Singh has any option left with him to challenge the punishment 

imposed against him? 

 

Answer: 
a) Section 34(5) of Nepal Chartered Accountants Act, 1997, requires that no CA 

member shall supply or disclose any information and explanation which he or she 

has got in the course of his or her business to any person other than the person who 

employs him or her and the person whom he or she is complied by the laws in force 

to supply or disclose such information and explanation. 

Where a member having obtained the professional certificate does not observe the 

conduct set forth in this Act as above, the concerned Employer may pursuant to section 

35(1) of this Act, make a complaint to the Institute against such member (Dhan Singh, in 

this case). 

 Where it is found a fact to believe that a member having obtained the professional 

certificate has not observed the code of conduct required to be observed, the secretary shall 

submit a motion, accompanied by the available fact, to the Council of ICAN for taking 

action against such member pursuant to section 35(2) of this Act. 

 

b) In pursuance to section 14(1) through (4) of this Act, there shall be a Disciplinary 

Committee as follows to inquire or investigate into a complaint and recommend the 
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Council of ICAN for necessary action in cases where any one lodges a complaint in 

the Institute that any member has done any act or action contrary to this Act or the 

Rules or code of conduct framed under this Act, or where the Institute receives such 

information: 

(a) A fellow chartered accountant designated by the Council of ICAN from amongst the 

Councilors referred to in Clause (a) of Sub-section (3) of Section 7 - Chairperson 

(b) Three persons nominated by the Council of ICAN from amongst the councilors -

Member 

(c) Two persons nominated by the Council of ICAN from amongst the members -

Member 

(d) One person nominated by the Auditor General -Member 

The procedures relating to the meeting of Disciplinary Committee and the 

term of office of the chairperson and members of the Disciplinary Committee shall 

be as prescribed in the Rules. The Disciplinary Committee shall have the same 

powers as are vested in the court of law in respect of issuing an order to the 

concerned person, receiving evidence and examining witnesses. 

 

c) Pursuant to section 14(5) of this Act, the Disciplinary Committee shall make 

recommendation, alongwith its opinion and finding, to the Council of ICAN for 

taking necessary action against Dhan Singh, if found guilty from its investigation; 

and the Council of ICAN may, in view of such recommendation, impose any of the 

following penalties against Dhan Singh, according to the gravity of the offence: 

(a) Reprimanding; 

(b) Removing from the membership for a period not exceeding Five years; 

(c) Prohibiting from carrying on the accountancy for any specific period; 

(d) Canceling the professional certificate or membership. 

 Before imposing a punishment as above, the Council of ICAN shall provide 

reasonable opportunity to Dhan Singh to submit his clarification in this regard.  
 

d) Dhan Singh may, if he is not satisfied with the decision referred to in Sub-section 

(5) above to punish him, make an appeal to the Court of Appeal against such 

decision in pursuance to section 14(8) of the above Act. 

 

3. Answer the following questions: (2×5=10) 

a) Explain the various activities which are prohibited for being carried out by a 

commercial bank or financial institution under the Bank and Financial Institutions 

Act, 2063. 

b) A group of Nepalese nationals are willing to establish a medium-scale industry. 

They want to know your expert opinion as regards to this matter. Now answer the 

following questions the group has set for you to respond in the light of the 

Industrial Enterprises Act, 2049:- 

i) Whether they have to apply for seeking an industrial permission to establish 

an industry?  

ii) If yes, how and where it has to apply? 

iii) In case such an industry got permission and it has to get registered, how such 

registration can be made? 

iv) In case no industrial permission is required, how registration of that industry 

shall be made? 

v) What matters an industrial license (permission) or an industrial registration 

certificate shall contain? 

Answer: 
a) Section 48 of the Bank and Financial Institutions Act (BAFIA), 2006 prescribes the 

provision regarding the activities prohibited for being carried out by licensed 
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institutions. According to the sub-section (1) of Section 48 following acts are 

prohibited carried out:  

No licensed institution shall carry out, or cause to be carried out, the following 

activities: 

(a) Purchasing or selling goods for commercial purpose, or purchasing any 

immovable property except when it is required for its own use; 

 Provided that this Clause shall not be deemed to prevent the licensed 

institutions of Classes “B” and “D” from purchasing, selling, distributing and 

managing lands and buildings in connection with carrying on their business 

transactions subject to Section 47 of this Act. 

(b) Advancing credit against the security of its own shares;  

(c) Supplying credit or facility to any promoters, directors, persons who have 

subscribed one per cent or more of its shares, chief executive or any family 

member of such persons or to any firms, companies or institutions which are 

entitled to nominate or appoint directors; 

(d) Supplying any type of credit or facility to any promoters, directors, persons 

who have subscribed one per cent or more of its shares, chief executive or any 

family member of such persons or managing agent or any firms, companies or 

institutions which are entitled to nominate or appoint directors or any firms, 

companies or institutions in which the institution has a financial interest; 

(e) Supplying credit or facility in an amount exceeding such percentage of its 

capital fund as may be prescribed by Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB) to a single 

customer, company and companies or partnership firms of a single group; 

Explanation: The expression "companies or partnership firms of a single 

group" means a group of such companies or partnership firms as may be 

prescribed by NRB from time to time. 

(f) Supplying any type of credit to any person, firm, company or institution 

against the guarantee given by the promoters, directors or chief executive; 

(g) Making investment in the securities of those licensed institutions which have 

obtained permission from NRB to carry on the financial transactions of 

Classes “A”, “B” and “C”;  

(h) Making investment of an amount exceeding the limit prescribed by NRB in 

the share capital of any other institution; 

(i) Indulging with other licensed institutions to mutually create any type of 

monopoly or any other type of controlled practice in the financial transactions; 

(j) Doing any kind of act which is capable of creating an artificial obstruction in 

the competitive environment of the financial sector, with the intention of 

deriving undue advantage; 

(k) Doing such other acts prohibited from being done by a licensed institution as 

may be prescribed by NRB. 
 

   Sub-section(2) of the Section 48 of the Act prescribes the proviso clause. 

According to it notwithstanding anything contained in Clauses (c) and (d) of Sub-

section (1) above or elsewhere in the Act, nothing shall be deemed to bar the 

supplying of credit against loan-bonds or fixed deposit receipts issued by the 

Government of Nepal or NRB or the providing of credit facility or advance under 

the provisions made the employee facilities to any promoter, director, chief 

executive or shareholder holding more than one percent of its shares in cases if 

such chief executive or shareholder is holding any post of such licensed 

institution.  
 

  Sub-section(3) of the Section 48 of the Act further prescribes that no licensed 

institution shall, for the purpose of saving any person who makes deposits in an 

account of the funds earned by that in an illegal manner from legal action, provide 

any kind of assistance to such person to hide, convert, pay or transfer such funds 
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or to hide or lie about the origin or source thereof or to do any thing for that 

purpose. If any licensed institution receives information about the commission of 

such act or suspects that any such act has been done, it shall forthwith provide 

particulars thereof to NRB or to any other concerned body responsible for 

controlling deflection of currency. 

b)  

i) In pursuant to section 9(1) of the Industrial Enterprises Act, 1992 Nepalese 

nationals willing to establish whether large or medium-scale industry other than 

those as set forth in Annex 2 which may significantly cause adverse effect on the 

security, public heath and the environment shall not be required to obtain 

permission. 

Annex-2 (Relating to section 9 as above) enumerates following industries shall 

require permission for their establishment, extension and diversification:- 

(1) Industries producing explosives including arms and ammunition and 

gunpowder, security printing, bank notes and coin industries. 

(2) Cigarette, bidi, cigar, chewing tobacco, khaini industries and industries 

producing other goods of a similar nature utilizing tobacco as the basic raw 

material, alcohol and beer producing industries. 

ii)  Whoever desires to establish an industry for which a license is required to be 

obtained by virtue of sub-section (1) above shall, for obtaining permission, be 

required under section 9(2) of this Act, to make an application to the Department 

of Industries in the prescribed form alongwith the prescribed particulars.  

iii)  Pursuant to section 10(1) of the Industrial Enterprises Act, 1992, in establishing 

any industry which requires/got permission to that effect pursuant to this Act, 

registration in the Department of Industries as prescribed shall be required to be 

made. 

iv)  Pursuant to section 10(1a) of the Industrial Enterprises Act, 1992, in establishing 

any industry not requiring permission under the Act, an application shall required 

to be made to the Department of Industries for its registration setting out the 

nature, the classification of the industry, the place where the industry is to be 

situated, the machinery to be employed by the industry, raw materials, auxiliary 

raw materials, chemicals, packaging goods and the name of the industrialist. The 

registration of a medium scale industry shall be made in the Department of 

Industries or at such office as may be designated by the Department of Industries. 

In pursuance to section 10(3) of this Act, the Department of Industries shall, 

within 21 days from the date of application for registration as above, register such 

industry and issue an industry registration certificate to the applicant as 

prescribed. 

v) Matters to be contained in a License or Registration Certificate are provided under 

Section 11 of the Act are as follows:  

A License or Registration Certificate shall clearly contain matters relating to the 

facilities and concessions to be enjoyed by the industry and the prescribed terms 

and conditions to be observed by the industry. 

 

4. Answer the following questions: (2×5=10) 

a) Limi Finance Ltd, a ‘C’ class registered financial institution is constantly making 

profit for the last three years. It wants to upgrade to class ‘B’. Answer the 

following questions: 

i) What are the legal provisions as to upgrading financial institutions?  

ii) Is it legally possible to upgrade?  
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b) Board of Directors of Nagarik Bank Limited asked the CEO Asha Rani about the 

status of capital fund maintained by the Bank. Asha Rani is now worried and 

confused as the capital fund is not maintained. Advise Asha Rani for the potential 

threats to and actions of the Bank? 

Answer: 
 

a)  

i) As per section 36 (1) o BAFIA, 2063 any licensed institution of a lower class 

which meets the following conditions may, with the approval of Nepal Rastra 

Bank, be converted into a licensed institution of a higher class: 

(a) If it has the capital prescribed by Nepal Rastra Bank for a licensed institution 

of such higher class; 

(b) If it has been able to earn profits since five consecutive years; 

(c) If its total non-performing loan is within the limit prescribed by Nepal Rastra 

Bank; 

(d) If it has met all conditions as prescribed by Nepal Rastra Bank. 

 

ii) According to Section 36 (2) of the BAFIA, 2063, if, on receipt of the approval 

referred to in Sub-section (1), the concerned licensed institution is required to 

amend its memorandum of association and articles of association to carry on the 

financial transactions of higher class, it shall amend the same in accordance 

with the laws in force and make an application to the Rastra Bank under this Act 

to obtain the license of higher class. 
 

      One of the pre-requisites for upgrading a financial institution is to prove that the 

institution is constantly making profit for the last 5 consecutive years as per 

section 36 (1) (b) where as Limi Finance Ltd is in profit only for the last 3 

years. Hence, its not possible to upgrade. 

 

c) Capital fund is the special kind of fund to be maintained by the banks. Section 42 of 

Bank and Financial Institution Act 2063 (BAFIA 2063) provides that every licensed 

institution shall maintain a capital fund in the ratio prescribed by the Nepal Rastra 

Bank (NRB) on the basis of its total assets or total risk-weighted assets.  If any bank 

or financial institution fails to maintain the capital fund as referred, the Board shall 

give information thereof to the NRB within thirty five days. The information so 

given shall also be accompanied by, inter alia, the reasons for the failure to 

maintain the capital fund and the plan or program prepared by the Board to increase 

the capital fund and restore it to its previous condition.  On receipt of the 

information referred, if NRB considers the plan or program submitted by the Board 

to be reasonable, it may give a directive to the concerned bank or financial 

institution to implement such plan or program; and if any amendment or alteration 

is to be made in the proposed plan or program, it may give a directive, accompanied 

by the reasons for such amendment or alteration, to the concerned bank or financial 

institution to amend or alter such plan or program and implement the same. Hence 

the best option suggested to Nagarika Bank is that it immediately write to NRB 

with clarification for not maintaining the capital fund.  

5. Answer the following questions: (3×5=15) 

a) Sani applied to Karkase VDC for their recommendation to acquire a membership 

of an association named Jwala Cooperative having registered office in the 

Karkase VDC. Advise Sani about the procedure and also tell her by when she 

gets membership of Jwala Cooperative. 

b) Ms. Sarina Mahat had worked in different offices of World Bank in South 

American countries and has earned five million US Dollars. Ms.  Sarina is now 

retiring next month and planning to come to Nepal. She need advise on the 
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provisions relating to maintaining/keeping of foreign exchange obtained by her in 

the course of her employment.  

d) Silicon Nepal (P) Ltd is engaging a minor named Karan Jogi as its fulltime 

worker in project monitoring department for data entry job.  How do you define 

minor as per Labor Act 2048 and also explain if Silicon Nepal can hire minor as 

its worker? Advise Silicon Nepal pertaining its compliance and punishment on 

hiring of minor under Labor Act, 2048? 

Answer: 
a) Membership of an association shall be subject to approval of the Board of the 

cooperative. Section 9 of Cooperative Act 2049 states that the Nepalese citizens as 

follows may be members of an association: 

i) Persons who make an application for the registration of the association, 

ii) Persons who reside within the jurisdiction of the association, subscribe the shares 

sold as per section 23 of the cooperative Act 2048, and intend to avail the services 

of the association, undertake to bear the responsibilities attached to membership 

and fulfill the terms and conditions mentioned in the Bye-law.  

 

Cooperative Act does not require recommendation for the VDC to a person who 

intends to become a member of an association. A person who intends to become a 

member of an association has to make an application to its board. In the event of 

refusal by the board to provide membership, the applicant may make a petition to 

the general meeting; and a decision made by the general meeting on such petition 

shall be final. Sani need not to obtain the recommendation of Karkase VDC, hence 

she can directly apply to the Board and in case of refusal by the board she can make 

petition to the AGM. 

 

b) Foreign Exchange Regulating Act, 2019 provides guidelines on maintaining foreign 

exchange obtained by citizen of Nepal. Section 4A of the Act stated that the foreign 

exchange obtained by a citizen of Nepal shall be as specified by Nepal Rastra Bank 

(the "Bank") by publishing and broadcasting a public notice. If a citizen of Nepal 

who has earned foreign exchange or made investment from the foreign exchange 

during his or her stay in a foreign country intends to keep such a foreign exchange 

in or make invest from the foreign exchange in, a foreign country even after 

returning to Nepal, except on the conditions set forth in Section 6, such a citizen of 

Nepal may keep such a foreign exchange in or make investment thereof in the 

foreign country, by giving information thereof to the Bank. Section 6 of the Act 

states that in the event of foreign exchange crisis due to economic and monetary 

crisis in the country, the Government of Nepal may, by a Notification in the Nepal 

Gazette, order the citizens of Nepal who are owner of the foreign exchange to do as 

follows in relation to the foreign exchange owned by them: 

 

i) To produce, or cause to be produced, by the person who has the foreign exchange 

specified in the notice to the Bank in the name of the Government of Nepal, or to 

the person authorized by the Bank in that behalf, for sale at the rate determined by 

the Bank, 

ii) To transmit the right by the person who has the right to transfer the title to the 

foreign exchange specified in the notice to another person in the name of the 

Government of Nepal by receiving the value to be set at the rate determined by 

the Bank. Provided, however, that, the Government of Nepal may, by the same 

notice or issuing another order, exempt any certain persons or persons of certain 

class from such an order.  
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Hence with the permission of NRB Mrs. Mahat can maintain the 
foreign exchange, however, provision of section 6 may be applied at 
any time.  
 

c) As per the Section 2(i) of the Labour Act, 2048 "Minor" means a person who has 

attained the age of sixteen years but has not completed the age of eighteen years.  
Labor Act 2048 prohibited from engaging minor in works without having adequate 

guidelines or of vocational training. Section 32A of Labor Act 2048 stated that no 

minor shall be engaged in works without having adequate directives about the 

concerned working areas or vocational training. Provisions with regard to adequate 

directives about the concerned working areas or vocational training to be given to 

minors shall be as prescribed. The entrepreneur engaging a minor in work illegally 

shall be liable to a punishment of imprisonment up to three months in maximum or 

a fine of ten thousand rupees in maximum or the both. 
 

6. Answer the following questions: (3×5=15) 

a) Point out the objective of the Secured Transactions Act, 2063. In which 

transactions this Act shall apply and in which transaction this Act shall not apply? 

Explain. 
 

b) How is dispute settled, if it arises between a foreign investor and a national 

investor under the Foreign Investment and Technology Transfer Act, 2049?  Also 

discuss the other particular law(s) if applicable in this case. 

 

c) Sickwell Ltd. could not pay its creditors. Creditors went to the court and the court 

issued an order requiring the company to pay to the creditors. Forty days have 

passed since the court issued such order still the company did not pay to the 

creditors. Give your legal opinion whether the company can be called as 

insolvent or not. 

Answer: 

a) The objective of the Secured Transactions Act, 2006, has been expressed in its 

Preamble, as under: 
 

This Act has been enacted in order to make provisions forthwith to secure 

obligations with movable and intangible property by making consolidated legal 

provisions in relation to secured transactions for the maximum promotion of 

economic activities for the economic development of the country. 

In Pursuant to section 3 of the Act:  

(1) This Act shall apply to the following transactions: 

(a) all transactions where the effect is to secure an obligation with collateral, 

including pledge, hypothecation and hire-purchase; 

(b) the sale of accounts and secured sales contracts; and 

(c) the lease of goods. 

Explanation: For the purposes of this Section, the term hypothecation means 

only the hypothecation of a movable property. 

(2) This Act shall apply to transactions mentioned in Sub-section (1) above, 

regardless of anything contained in the agreement entered into between the 

parties and whether the ownership right in collateral is held by the security 

holder or the security giver. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in Sub-sections (1) and (2) above, this Act 

shall not apply to the following transactions pursuant to section 3(2) of this Act, 

as under:  

(a) the transfer of a claim for compensation of an employee;  

(b) a sale of accounts or secured sales contracts as part of the sale of a business 

out of which they arose; 
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(c) an assignment of accounts, secured sales contracts or instruments, which is 

made for the purpose of collection; and 

(d) an assignment of a right to payment under a contract to an assignee that is 

also obligated to perform under the contract. 

 
b) Pursuant to section 7 of the Foreign Investment and Technology Transfer Act 

(FITTA), 1992:  

(1) If any dispute arises between a foreign investor, national investor or the concerned 

industry, the concerned parties shall be required to settle the dispute by mutual 

consultations in the presence of the Department of Industries. 

(2) If the dispute could not be settled in the manner as referred to in Sub-section (1) above, 

it shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the prevailing arbitration Rules of 

the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL). 

(3) The arbitration shall be held in Kathmandu. The laws of Nepal shall be applicable in the 

arbitration. 

(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in Sub-sections (1), (2) and (3) above, disputes 

arising in regard to foreign investment made in the industries with investment as 

prescribed may be settled as mentioned in the foreign investment agreement. 

 

Nevertheless, the Industrial Enterprises Act, the taxation laws, labour law, Contract Act, 

Arbitration Act, Trade law and other laws to the extent of relevancy also will be applied in 

this case. 

 

c) As per section 7 (1) of the Insolvency Act, 2063 a company shall be deemed to have 

become insolvent on the following conditions: 

(a) The general meeting of shareholders adopts a resolution that the company has 

become insolvent or a meeting of the board of directors of the company makes 

such decision; or 

(b) The Court issues an order requiring the company to pay the debt and the debt is 

not paid up within thirty five days from the date of receipt by the company of 

such order; or 

(c) The company fails to pay the debt within thirty five days after the service by the 

creditor on the company a notice for the payment of the debt or fails to make an 

application to the Court within the said period to void such notice. 

(2) Nothing contained in this Section shall prevent the establishing of the fact that a 

company has become insolvent where it is proved from any other matter that the 

liability of the company exceed the value of the assets of the company or the 

company itself admits that it has become insolvent. 

  While determining insolvents a court issues an order to the company to pay to the 

creditors in such case, the company must pay within 35 days. In the given case the 

company could not pay after 40 days of such notice. On this basis the company can 

be called as insolvent.   

7. Write short notes on the following:  (4×5=20) 

a) Modes of privatization  

b) Appropriation of net profit of Nepal Rastra Bank  

c) Parol Evidence Rule 

d) Liability of an insurer 

Answer: 

a) According to section 2 (b) of Privatization Act, 2050 “Privatization” means 

involving private sector in the management of the enterprise, or to sell or lease it, or 

to transfer government ownership into public ownership, or an act to infuse 
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participation by any means, either wholly or partly, of private sector or of the 

employees or workers, or of al desirous groups. 

Determination of privatization Process is prescribed under Section 8 of the Act: 

According to this Section the Government of Nepal may privatize any enterprise 

which has been classified for privatization in pursuance of any or all of the 

following processes: 

• By sale of shares of the enterprise to the general public, employees, workers, 

and any person or company, interested in the management of such enterprise. 

Provided, while selling shares keeping in view the nature and financial status 

of the enterprise participation, to the extent possible, of the general public, 

workers, and employees shall be maximized; 

• By formation of cooperatives; 

• By selling assets of the enterprise; 

• By leasing out the assets of the enterprise; 

• By involving private sector in the management of the enterprise, and  

• By adopting any other modalities considered appropriate by the Government 

of Nepal on the basis of the recommendation of the Privatization Committee. 

 

b) Section 41 of Nepal Rastra Bank Act 2058, provides for appropriation of Net Profit 

of the Bank. As per section 41 (1) of the Act: profits earned by the Bank in a fiscal 

year shall be appropriated and used according to the following priorities: 

• Five percent of the net profit shall be appropriated for deposit in Monetary 

Liability Fund every year until the amount so deposited amount to five percent 

of the total monetary liability shown in the balance sheet. The amount 

deposited in the Monetary Liability Fund may be spent for the purpose of 

meeting the Bank’s financial liabilities. 

• An amount prescribed by the Board at a rate which is not less than 10% of the 

bank’s net profit shall be appropriated for deposit in the general reserve fund 

established by the Bank. 

• While appropriating amount for deposit in the general reserve fund under 

clause (b), additional funds must be appropriated in such a manner as to meet 

the capital expenditure mentioned in the Bank’s annual budget. 

• An amount equal to the revaluation profit must be deposited in the revaluation 

reserve fund 

• After appropriating amounts under clauses (a), (b), (c), and (d) the Board shall 

appropriate amounts for other funds according to need from the remaining 

profit, and credit the balance to Government of Nepal. 

c) Tentative terms discussed in preliminary negotiations are subsumed by the 

provisions of the contract executed by the parties. The Parol Evidence rule governs 

the admissibility of evidence other than the actual agreement when a dispute arises 

over a written contract. When parties memorialize their agreements in writing, all 

prior oral and written agreements, and all contemporaneous oral agreements, merge 

in the writing, which is also known as an integration. The written contract may not 

be modified, altered, or varied by parol or oral evidence, provided that it has been 

legally executed by a person who intends for it to represent the final and complete 

expression of his or her understanding of the contract. This is not the case, however, 

where there has been some mistake or fraud in the drafting of the document. 
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The parol evidence rule effectuates the presumed intention of the parties; achieves 

certainty and finality as to the rights and duties of the contracting parties; and 

prevents fraudulent and perjured claims. It has no application to subsequent oral 

contracts that modify or discharge the written contract, however. 

d) Liability of an Insurer  

Section 17 of the Insurance Act, 2049 prescribes the liability of the insurer as 

follows. 

(1) The Insurer shall pay the compensation in case any actions against the rights 

and interests of the Insurance Policy holders cause losses by the Insurer, 

employees of the Insurer, Insurance Agents or Surveyors.  

 

(2) The Insured may submit a complaint to the Board as prescribed, if the 

liability on the compensation for insurance claim is not assessed within the 

prescribed period of time or if the liability is assessed to the disadvantage, or if 

the Insurer does not pay the compensation pursuant to Sub-section (1). 

 

(3) The Board shall make necessary investigation into the complaint submitted 

pursuant to Sub-section (2) and shall provide a reasonable opportunity to the 

concerned Insurer to submit clarification upon such complaint. 

 

(4) If the clarification submitted by the Insurer pursuant to Sub-section (3) is 

reasonable, the Board may cancel such complaint by mentioning its ground. If 

the clarification is not reasonable, the Board shall make a decision to pay the 

reasonable compensation to the complainant. 

 

(5) If the Board decides to give compensation to the complainant pursuant to 

Sub-section (4), the Insurer shall pay such amount for the compensation to the 

concerned Insured. 

 

(6) If an appeal is made against a decision made by the Board to pay 

compensation to the complaint pursuant to Sub-section (4) and the decision of 

the Board is upheld, the concerned Insurer shall promptly pay the compensation 

plus the interest on the amount of compensation to be set at the rate as 

prescribed, for the period from the date of original decision to the date of final 

settlement of the case. 

 

 

 


